
Greg's Guide to Board Game Design

Your Project

• Start out brainstorming with the sky as the limit. You can always bring your ideas back to earth
• Think about your budget and timeline. Your budget for this project is approximately $45, and 

your timeline is the next 4-6 weeks
• Start with a simple goal for your game. For example: 

◦ A group of frogs are trying to protect the lily pads in their pond from a rival group. Look at 
Bullfrogs

◦ A party of adventurers is trying to steal gold from an Orc camp (see student game)
• What genre or combination of genres does your game occupy (territorial acquisitions, strategy, 

luck-of-the-draw?)
• What are the competitors in your game's genre? How will you differentiate your game from 

them? What is the hook that will make people buy your game over the competition – is it 
cheaper? Does it have better art? Is it more fun to play?

• Use in-class resources to make a mockup of your game (cardboard, tokens, dice, paper, glue, 
etc.)

• Assign someone to write the rules of your game, someone to do the box art, someone to do the 
game card/component art, someone to do the board art, someone to design mechanics, etc.

• The only way to determine if the game dynamics are working is to play-test your game with 
multiple people

• Take the time to figure out how thegamecrafter.com website works now, not just before you're 
ready to upload your game. Download templates and experiment with them. Try using 
Component Studio on the gamecrafter website.

• Pay attention to who is/is not coming through with their work on the team. Try motivating your 
team members to meet deadlines. If that doesn't work, please talk to me about any issues

• Create a game you want to play

General Guidelines

• Get the best art you can afford

• Work on more than one game at a time. Focusing on a single game can lead to overdevelopment

• Recycle ideas from other games you’ve developed but customize them for new games

• Create an original name and logo for your game. Make sure the website domain name for your 
game name is available 

• Create a playable prototype as quickly as possible, using placeholder art

• If you're part of a team, and it looks like you will be developing a successful game, consider 
creating an agreement that spells out everyone’s rights before creating the  game

• Develop your game with others, if possible, in order to get instant feedback on your ideas, and 
because it's more fun

https://www.amazon.com/Renegade-Game-Studios-519RGS-Bullfrogs/dp/B01BEZTAMI/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=frog+board+game+lily+pads+battle&qid=1580076780&sr=8-1


• Play test your game for at least 100 hours before releasing it

• If developing on a budget, look at what game components are available to order and build your 
game around those

• Keep printing out iterations of your game as you improve the art, as it will inspire you to keep 
going

• Set a timeline for when you’d like to develop, play-test, produce, market and sell your game 

• Try to create the simplest, least-expensive to produce version of your game possible (minimum 
viable product). You can always add complexity later

• Consider the audience for your game and base your design decisions on what will appeal to 
them

• Develop a core game mechanic and let every aspect of the game develop from that

• Consider how your game would be played by one person (solo mode). Is it possible?


